
Fill in the gaps

Learning to Breathe by Switchfoot

Hello, good morning, how you do?

What makes your rising sun so new?

I could use a fresh  (1)__________________  too

All of my  (2)______________  are nothing new

So this is the way that I say I need you

This is the way

This is the way that I'm learning to breathe

I'm  (3)________________  to crawl

I'm finding that you and you  (4)__________  can break my

fall

I'm living again,  (5)__________  and alive

I'm dying to  (6)______________  in  (7)__________  

(8)________________  skies

Hello, good morning, how you been?

Yesterday left my head  (9)____________  in

I never, never  (10)______________  that

I would fall like that

Never knew that I  (11)__________   (12)________  this bad

I'm learning to breathe

I'm learning to crawl

I'm  (13)______________  that you and you  (14)__________ 

can break my fall

I'm  (15)____________  again,  (16)__________  and alive

I'm dying to  (17)______________  in these abundant skies

These  (18)________________  skies

So this is the way that I say I  (19)________  you

This is the way that I say I  (20)________  you

This is the way that I say I'm yours

This is the way, this is the way

I'm  (21)________________  to breathe

(...)

I'm  (22)__________  to  (23)______________  in these 

(24)________________  skies

I'm dying to breathe in  (25)__________  abundant skies

These abundant skies

(Learning to breathe)

I'm  (26)__________  to breathe in  (27)__________ 

abundant skies

Hello,  (28)________  morning, how you do?
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Fill in the gaps

Answer
1. beginning

2. refresh

3. learning

4. alone

5. awake

6. breathe

7. these

8. abundant

9. kicked

10. thought

11. could

12. hurt

13. finding

14. alone

15. living

16. awake

17. breathe

18. abundant

19. need

20. love

21. learning

22. dying

23. breathe

24. abundant

25. these

26. dying

27. these

28. good
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